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Motivation
USER STORY: “I want to search for drugs that 
treat my condition. But I’m only interested in 
drugs within my price range, that don’t interact 
with my current medication.”
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KG Construction Pipeline



Data Acquisition



Semantic Model



Entity Linking Overview
ENTITY ENRICHMENT                                                                                                     
+ Use external Drugbank ID as source-of-truth drug identifier

+ Hub-and-spoke approach to link from all other sources to one central source (Wiki)

+ EL problem space reduced to just one task (Wiki-WebMD)

Linkage Task Linkage Method Effort

Wiki-Drugbank Drugbank ID Low

Wiki-GoodRx Wiki products fed as seed list to 

GoodRx API

Low

Wiki-WebMD Entity linking with the product name High



Entity Linking Overview



Entity Linking: Wiki→WebMD

EVALUATION
+Hash-based blocking on first two 
chars reduced pairs from 20M to 178k 
pairs

+Jaccard similarity on drug names 
finds 97% (37 of 38) dev-set pairs

+Pairs quality could be improved, but 
is acceptable given memory budget

METHOD
+ Match Wiki to WebMD drug products     
+ One:many::Wiki:WebMD                  
+ Matched 1701 pairs



Open Drug Knowledge Graph embeddings
ComplEx and TransE
3,654 instances

Evaluation on a ranking task by Wang et al. (2019):



Do drugs that treat similar symptoms cluster together ?



Do similar conditions cluster together?



Where can I 
find a treatment?

For condition ‘sinus headache’, find 
treatments under $10 and where to 
purchase them



What conditions does 
this drug treat?



How do two treatments of a symptom interact?



Allowing users to search



Open Drug Knowledge Graph
Consolidate medical knowledge to empower regular users

Pipeline: data acquisition + entity resolution + semantic modeling

Graph embeddings find similar treatments and symptoms

Structured queries provide more crisp explanation

Users can explore the data through a friendly interface



Thank you! 


